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Changes since -11 (1/2)

- reflect the directives that came out of IESG review:
  (i) remove all text about emergency/GETS/etc. i.e. the I-D is purely specifying an RSVP mechanism (without discussing "architectures/services" that may make use of it).
  (ii) remove references to "calls" and instead talk about "sessions"
  (iii) include a statement restricting operations to intra-domain ("Based on current security concerns, these extensions are targeting applicability within a single domain.")
Changes since -11 (2/2)

- Clean-ups:
  1. Removed the ref to DIME I-D since they removed admission priority from their doc
  2. updated the Security:
     - referred to draft-rahman-rtg-router-alert-considerations for discussion of RAO issues (instead of the text that was there)
     - Included SHOULDs/MAYs inside Security section, in accordance with latest practices
Next Steps

• IESG to confirm that document can resume its progress